Microblogs data, e.g., tweets, reviews, news comments, and social media comments, has gained considerable attention in recent years due to its popularity and rich contents. Nowadays, microblogs applications span a wide spectrum of interests, including analyzing events and users activities and critical applications like discovering health issues and rescue services. Consequently, major research efforts are spent to manage, analyze, and visualize microblogs data to support different applications. In this tutorial, we give a 1.5 hours overview about microblogs data management, analysis, visualization, and systems. The tutorial gives a comprehensive review for research on core data management components to support microblogs queries at scale. This includes system-level issues and on-going work on supporting microblogs data through the rising wave of big data systems. In addition, the tutorial reviews research on microblogs data analysis and visualization. Through its different parts, the tutorial highlights the challenges and opportunities in microblogs data research.
INTRODUCTION
Microblogs data, e.g., tweets, reviews, news comments, and social media comments, has become very popular in recent years. Everyday, over billion users post more than four billions microblogs [10, 43] on Facebook and Twitter. Such tremendous amounts of user-generated data have rich contents, e.g., news, updates on on-going events, reviews, and discussions in politics, products, and many others. The richness of microblogs data has motivated researchers and developers worldwide to take advantage of microblogs to support a wide variety of practical applications, including social media analysis [44] , discovering health-related issues [33] , real-time news delivery [4] , rescue services [9] , and geotargeted advertising [30] . The distinguished nature of microblogs data, that includes large data sizes and high velocity, has motivated researchers to develop new techniques for data management to support microblogs analysis and visualization at scale.
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PART 1: MICROBLOGS DATA ANALY-SIS
This part covers the literature for microblogs data analysis that are depicted in the f rst four rows of Figure 1 . As shown in Figure 2 , this part will take 20 minutes in total, where f ve minutes will be dedicated for each of the following four types of analysis:
• Event detection and analysis [1, 11, 36, 38, 42, 44] : This work exploits the fact that microblogs users post many updates on on-going events. Such updates are identif ed, grouped, and analyzed to discover events in real time [1, 36] or analyze long term events [11, 38, 42, 44] , e.g., elections.
• Recommendation [7, 14, 32] : This work exploits microblogs user-generated contents as means for catching user preferences. The main tasks is to recommend real-time news to read [32] , authority users to follow [7] , or users who share similar interests [14] .
• Sentiment and semantic analysis [3, 27, 29] : This work quantif es positive and negative opinions in social media discussions as a pre-processing step for this data to be used in other analysis tasks, e.g., product review or election candidate surveying.
• User analysis [14, 17, 20, 45] 
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Other analysis tasks are addressed on microblogs data in both academic community, e.g., news extraction [32, 37] , topic extraction [15, 34] , and automatic geotagging [16, 18, 35, 49] , and industrial community, e.g., geo-targeted advertising [30] and generic social media analysis [41, 50] . However, for limited time budget and audience engagement, we outline the main performed analysis that span a wide variety of interests and applications.
PART 2: MICROBLOGS DATA MAN-AGEMENT
This part of the tutorial covers existing work for microblogs data management that are depicted in the f fth to seventh rows of Figure 1. As shown in Figure 2 , this part will take 30 minutes in total, and include the following three data management areas:
• Query languages [22, 25] : This work provides generic query languages that support SQL-like queries on top of microblogs. This facilitates basic Select-Project-Join operators that are able to support a variety of queries, either on top of Twitter APIs [25] or in core systems that supports microblogs data management [22] .
• Indexing and query processing: This work includes various indexing techniques that have been proposed to index incoming microblogs either in memory [5, 6, 20, 23, 39, 47, 48] or in disk [8, 20] . This includes keyword search based on temporal ranking [6, 8] , single-attribute search based on generic ranking functions [47] , spatial-aware search that exploits location information in microblogs [23] , personalized socialaware search that exploits the social graph and produces userspecif c search results [19] , and aggregate queries [5, 39] that f nd frequent keywords and correlated locations instead of individual microblog items. Each search technique comes with its index and query processor, and tackles certain limitations in its preceding techniques.
• Main-memory management [21, 23, 39] : This work includes techniques that optimize for main-memory consumption and utilization. In recent microblogs indexing and query processing techniques, almost all of them depend on mainmemory to host microblogs in their index structures. Thus, some techniques are equipped for main-memory management such that memory resources are eff ciently utilized, either for aggregate queries [39] or basic search queries that retrieve individual data items [21, 23] .
PART 3: MICROBLOGS DATA VISUAL-IZATION
This part covers existing work for microblogs data visualization that are depicted in eighth to tenth rows of Figure 1 . As shown in Figure 2 , this part will take 15 minutes in total, and divides visualization techniques in microblogs into three areas:
• Aggregation-based Visualization [12, 26, 46] : This work overcomes the diff culty of visualizing tremendous amount
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• Importance and applications of microblogs of data through showing only aggregate information that summarize the large amounts of microblogs data and its contents. Such aggregation is application-dependent and is usually performed based on major attributes, like temporal aggregation [46] , spatial aggregation [12, 46] , or keyword aggregation [26] .
• Sampling-based Visualization [20, 37] : This work selects only a sample of microblogs and visualize them to users. The sample of data is of interest to the application, which can be selected based on some relevance criteria, e.g., tweets with news stories [37] , or based on interest in certain attribute(s) [20] .
• Hybrid Visualization [24, 42] : This work combines both aggregation and sampling in visualizing microblogs of interest. The two steps are either used simultaneously with the purpose of interest in certain data items, e.g., analyzing certain events [42] , or used sequentially [24, 31] with purpose of bounding the number of microblogs to visualize.
PART 4: MICROBLOGS SYSTEMS
This part highlights the current state and the challenges of managing microblogs data through existing big data systems [2, 6, 28, 20, 40] , depicted in the last two rows in Figure 1 . As shown in Figure 2 , this part will take 20 minutes and will give a brief ng on system challenges and motivational case studies. Then, we highlights the data management technologies in the following four systems:
• Twitter [6, 28] : Twitter is the most famous microblogging service provider worldwide. Every now and then, Twitter reveals technical details about its underlying systems components. We give a comprehensive review about the data management aspects of Twitter systems, per their published papers [6, 28] .
• AsterixDB [2] : AsterixDB is a generic big data management system that can support various data sources. Recently, AsterixDB has extended its components to support fast data [13] , e.g., microblogs, natively in the system. We review the fast data support in AsterixDB, which shows the challenges in persisting fast data in existing systems.
• VoltDB [40] : VoltDB is an emerging big data management system that is mainly optimized for database transactions on fast data, e.g., microblogs. We review the challenges of supporting transactional applications on fast data and solutions at the system level.
• Taghreed [20] : Taghreed is the f rst end-to-end holistic system to support microblogs data management. It supports different types of queries on both very recent data as well as historical data. We review the main components of Taghreed system highlighting its distinguishing properties to handle microblogs data.
INTENDED AUDIENCE
This tutorial targets researchers and developers who are interested in analyzing, processing, and building applications on microblogs data. Our tutorial gives extensive survey on core components that manages microblogs data at scale, highlighting challenges and opportunities in this area. In addition, we highlight the major analysis tasks that have been conducted on microblogs, along with detailed explanation for different visualization techniques that are used to show their output. Hence, attending this tutorial would help the audience to get more familiar with the state-of-the-art research on microblogs and identify the possible opportunities for future work. for his dissertation focus on microblogs. His research work on microblogs has been incubated by Bing GeoSpatial team and has been selected among best papers in ICDE 2014. During his PhD, he has collaborated with Microsoft Research in Redmond in joint research on microblogs from which they got three publications and working on the fourth. Amr is also the main architect and developer for Taghreed system; the f rst holistic system for microblogs data management. Amr has published extensively in the area of microblogs data in top research venues, including IEEE ICDE, ACM SIGSPA-TIAL, IEEE TKDE, and IEEE MDM. 
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